
How to find a power generator 
in a snowstorm
As Sweden was struck by a snowstorm during Christmas time 
2011, power company Fortum found out how helpful it can be to 
see the status and exact location of their power generators over 
the web. 

For a power company like Fortum, a severe storm means a lot of work. Wind and 
falling trees can cause damage to power lines which means that backup power 
generators need to be installed as quickly as possible. If a storm hits during holiday 
time, it gets even more tricky. It means that temporary staff has to get backup power 
generators in place quickly, and sometimes have to find and perform service on 
generators they have never visited before. 

With a remote management solution in place, it is not only possible to see fuel 
levels, oil pressure and battery levels of each power generator, you can also see 
exactly where they are through GPS tracking. This can be a huge advantage if a power 
generator has to be moved quickly. 

Making sure power doesn’t fail 
Fortum is Finnish-based power company generating, distributing and selling electricity 
and heat in the Nordic countries, Russia, Poland and Baltic Rim area. With almost 
11,000 employees and 3 million customers, they are one of the leading power 
companies in Northern Europe. Fortum Distribution is a subsidiary of Fortum handling 
the maintenance and power supply of the power grid. 

They have about 50 diesel-driven backup power generators ready to kick in if the 
regular power supply should fail. One of their suppliers of backup power generators, 
Celec, recommended that they install the Netbiter remote management solution in 
order to monitor and control their generators remotely. 

“We thought it looked like a good product,” says Jan-Olof Olsson at Fortum 
Distribution in Karlstad, Sweden. “We liked the fact that you could see the exact 
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position of the power generator and also monitor the performance while running. If we have a disturbance in the power grid 
and have to put in a backup power, it is crucial that our customers do not suffer additional disturbances.”

How it works 
A Netbiter EasyConnect 250 unit and a GPS transmitter is attached to Fortum’s backup power generator from SDMO. The 
Netbiter is connected to the genset’s ComAp InteliGenNT control panel and exchanges data with this control panel via the 
Modbus protocol. Data from the generator is sent via the mobile phone network to a central server called Netbiter Argos. 
This data center can be accessed by Fortum’s service staff from any computer or other device connected to the Internet. By 
logging in to www.netbiter.net, Fortum’s service staff can immediately see a graphical dashboard of fuel levels, battery levels, 
oil pressure, coolant levels, output power etc. 

By using GPS tracking, it is also possible to see the exact location of the generator which can be very helpful since the units 
are frequently moved to new locations. The Netbiter solution can also send commands to the generator making it possible to 
start and stop the generator remotely. “We can see the position and the most important running data on a webpage and we 
get alarms via email whenever we need to pay extra attention to low fuel levels or other parameters,” says Jan-Olof Olsson at 
Fortum. 

“We especially saw the usefulness of the system during the storm that hit Sweden during Christmas 2011. We had 40 power 
generators at different locations in our grid and the ones that were equipped with remote management equipment were 
much easier to maintain and find during these difficult conditions.”

The results 
Fortum says that they have reached the results they wanted by implementing a remote monitoring solution: Easier 
surveillance and better control of the generators’ locations. “The very purpose of a backup power generator is that it should 
be able to be put in use immediately if something happens,” says Jan-Olof Olsson.” “Then it is great to see the exact location 
on a GPS map.” Fortum has also been able to cut down on their maintenance costs since they do not have to visit each 
generator as often, but the most important benefit is more reliable power supply to their customers.  
 
“We have been able to raise the quality of our service by using remote management,” says Jan-Olof Olsson. “If there is a 
power outage and we have to put in backup power generators, it is extremely important that our customers do not suffer 
further disturbances in their power supply. Therefore, I can warmly recommend Netbiter as a well-functioning solution, with 
an easy-to-use web interface that is easy to navigate.”
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With GPS tracking, Fortum can see the exact location and 
status of their power generators.


